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An artificial metalloenzyme with the kinetics of native enzymes

P. Dydio,1,2 H. M. Key,1,2 A. Nazarenko,1 J. Y.-E. Rha,1 V. Seyedkazemi,1 D. S. Clark,3,4 J. F. Hartwig1,2†

Natural enzymes contain highly evolved active sites that lead to fast rates and high selectivities. Although artificial metalloenzymes have been developed that catalyze abiological transformations with high stereoselectivity, the activities of these artificial enzymes are much lower than those of natural enzymes. Here, we report a reconstituted artificial metalloenzyme containing an iridium porphyrin that exhibits kinetic parameters similar to those of natural enzymes. In particular, variants of the P450 enzyme CYP119 containing iridium in place of iron catalyze insertions of carbenes into C–H bonds with up to 98% enantiomeric excess. 35,000 turnovers, and 2550 hours−1 turnover frequency. This activity leads to intramolecular carbene insertions into unactivated C–H bonds and intermolecular carbene insertions into C–H bonds. These results lift the restrictions on merging chemical catalysis and biocatalysis to create highly active, productive, and selective metalloenzymes for abiological reactions.

The catalytic activity of a metalloenzyme is determined by both the primary coordination sphere of the metal and the surrounding protein scaffold. In some cases, laboratory evolution has been used to develop variants of native metalloenzymes for selective reactions of unnatural metalloenzymes for selective reactions of unnatural substrates (1, 2). Yet with few exceptions (3), the classes of reactions that such enzymes undergo are limited to those of biochemical transformations. To combine the favorable qualities of enzymes with the diverse reactivity of synthetic transition-metal catalysts, abiological transition-metal centers or cofactors have been incorporated into native proteins. The resulting artificial metalloenzymes catalyze classes of reactions for which there is no known enzyme (abiological transformations) (3, 4).

Although the reactivity of these artificial systems is new for an enzyme, the rates of these reactions have been much slower and the...
turnover number (TON) much lower than those of macromolecules formed by free metal complexes in organic solvents and lower than those typical of natural enzymes (4, 5). In addition to lacking high activity, these enzymes lack practical characteristics of enzymes for synthetic applications, such as suitability for preparative-scale reactions and potential to be recovered and reused (6). One reason that artificial metalloenzymes react more slowly than native enzymes is the absence of a defined binding site for the substrate. Natural enzymes generally bind their substrates with high affinity and in a conformation that leads to extremely fast rates and high selectivity (7). If the artificial metalloenzyme is generated by incorporating a full metal-ligand complex into the substrate-binding site of a natural enzyme or protein, the space remaining to bind a reactant for a catalytic process is limited, and the interactions by which the protein binds the reactant are compromised (4, 8). Recently, we reported artificial metalloenzymes generated by the formal replacement of an abiological metal for the natural iron in myoglobin that catalyzes abiological reactions (5), but the activity of the resulting enzymes was far from that needed for synthetic applications (6). Here, we show that artificial metalloenzymes generated by formally replacing the iron in cytochrome P450 enzymes (10) and modified by means of laboratory evolution catalyze abiological reactions with activities that are comparable with those of native enzymes (5).

P450 enzymes constitute a superfAMILY of heme-binding monoxygenases that are involved in various biosynthetic pathways, catalyzing reactions that are hypothesized to be catalyzed by artificial metalloenzymes that are created with P450s from thermophiles, such as CYP119 (11), from Sulfolobus solfurarius, could improve the thermal stability of the resulting artificial metalloenzyme and create the potential to conduct reactions at elevated temperatures. Studies on stability revealed that the Ir(Me)-PIX protein formed from CYP119 did have a much higher melting temperature (Tm = 60°C) than those formed from the more commonly used P450-BM3 (45°C) or P450-CAM (40°C). Therefore, this protein was used for our studies on catalytic reactions.

By studying the model reaction to convert diazepane 1 into dihydrobenzofuran 2, which does not occur in the presence of natural Fe-PPIX enzymes, we found that the activity and selectivity of Ir(Me)-PIX CYP119 enzymes are readily evolved through molecular evolution of the natural substrate-binding site of the CYP119 scaffold (Figs. 1 and 2). The wild type (WT) Ir(Me)-CYP119 enzyme and its variant C317G (bearing a mutation that introduces space to accommodate the axial ligand of the Ir(Me)-PIX cofactor) (12) catalyze the intramolecular carbene insertion into a C-H bond to form 3, although with low rates (turnover frequency (TOF) = 0.23 and 0.13 min−1, respectively) and enantioselectivities (ee = 0 and 14%, respectively) for reactions conducted with 5 mM Ir and 0.1 mole % (mol%) catalyst. (Single-letter abbreviations for the amino acid residues are as follows: A, Ala; C, Cys; D, Asp; E, Glu; F, Phe; G, Gly; H, His; I, Ile; K, Lys; L, Leu; M, Met; N, Asn; P, Pro; Q, Gln; R, Arg; S, Ser; T, Thr; V, Val; W, Trp; and Y, Tyr.) In the mutants, amino acids were substituted at specific locations; for example, C317G indicates that cysteine at position 317 was replaced by glycine.) To identify mutants that form 3 with higher rates and enantioselectivity, we used a directed evolution strategy targeting the residues close to the active site (L69, A209, T213, and V254) (Fig. 2). To retain the hydrophobicity of the active site, we introduced only hydrophobic and uncharged residues (V, A, G, F, Y, and T) through site-directed mutagenesis within a library of 24 double mutants of CYP119. The mutant C317G, T213G formed with 68% ee and 80-fold higher activity (TOF = 9.3 min−1) than did that of the single mutant C317G under the same reaction conditions, described previously. Two additional rounds of evolution, in which ~150 additional variants were analyzed, led to the quadruple mutant C79F, T213G, L69F, V254L (hereafter referred to as CYP119-Max), which formed 3 with 94% ee and with an initial TOF of 43 min−1. This rate is more than 180 times faster than that of the WT variant.

Kinetic studies provided insight into the origin of the differences in the enzymatic activity between the various mutants of Ir(Me)-CYP119. In particular, we determined the standard Michaelis-Menten kinetic parameters (kcat and Kms) for the mutants at each stage of the evolution. Using these parameters, we determined the catalytic efficiency of each enzyme, which is defined as kcat/Km, and considered to be one of the most relevant parameters for comparing engineered enzymes to natural enzymes (5). The affinity of substrate 1 for the WT enzyme is weak, as revealed by a high Kms (5 mM) and with initial TOF = 0.23 min−1 and kcat = 3.1 mM, respectively). The single mutant C317G, which lacks a sidechain at this position that could act as an axial ligand, exhibits higher substrate affinity (Kms = 0.3 mM), catalytic activity (kcat = 0.12 min−1), and therefore overall enzyme efficiency (kcat/Km = 0.071 min−1 mM−1) than that of the WT enzyme. The double mutant T213G, C317G of Ir(Me)-CYP119 reacts with Michaelis-Menten parameters (kcat = 4.8 min−1 and Kms = 0.40 mM, kcat/Km = 12 min−1 mM−1) that are far more favorable than those of the single mutant C317G. The incorporation of two additional mutations (L69F, V254L) led to further improvements of both kcat and Kms, creating an enzyme (CYP119-Max) with an efficiency that is greater than 4000 times the efficiency (kcat = 45.8 min−1, Kms = 0.17 mM, and kcat/Km = 269 min−1 mM−1) of the WT system. These kinetic parameters mark a vast improvement over those of the variant of myoglobin Ir(Me)-PIXmOX-HbO (Kms = 0.73 min−1, Kms = 1.1 mM, and kcat/Km = 0.66 min−1 mM−1) (Fig. 2) (13). Furthermore, the rates of reactions catalyzed by CYP119-Max at concentrations below Kms are more than 20 times higher than those catalyzed by the free iridium-porphyrin in the presence of the same substrate concentration. Thus, these results show the value of conducting this iridium-catalyzed reaction within the enzyme active site to control selectivity and increase the reaction rate simultaneously.

The kinetic parameters of reactions catalyzed by the Ir(Me)-PIX CYP119-Max enzyme are comparable with those of native reactions catalyzed by the natural enzymes involved in intermediate
and secondary metabolism (5), such as many cytochromes P450 (16). The binding affinity of Ir(Me)-CYP119-Max for the abiological substrate 1 is even higher than the affinity of P450s for their native substrates (compare $K_M = 0.17$ mM for CYP119-Max with $K_M = 0.298$ mM for P450-BM3 and its native substrate lauric acid (17) and similar to the median $K_M$ value for natural enzymes responsible for the production of biosynthetic intermediates (312 min$^{-1}$) and secondary metabolites (150 min$^{-1}$) (5).

The potential to evolve proteins having advantageous enzyme-substrate interactions should also create the possibility to catalyze the insertion of carbenes into the C–H bonds of diverse and less reactive substrates (Fig. 3). Directed evolution targeting high stereoselectivity led to mutants that form products 3 to 7 in up to ±98% ee, in reactions conducted with a fixed catalyst loading (0.17 mol %). The reactions to form products 3 to 7 show that the enzyme reacts as selectively with substrates containing substituents on the aryl ring as it does for unsubstituted 2. Such reactivity is relevant to contemporary synthetic challenges. For example, compound 3 is an intermediate in the synthesis of BRL 37959—a potent analgesic—and was prepared previously by means of kinetic resolution (18). This product was formed by variant 69Y-152W-213G in 94% ee. Product 6 results from carbene insertion into a secondary C–H bond, and product 7 results from carbene insertion into a sterically hindered, secondary C–H bond. Directed evolution furnished a mutant capable of forming 7 with high enantio- and diastereoselectivity (dr) favoring the cis isomer (90% ee, 12:1 dr (cis:trans)). The previously reported Ir(Me)-PIX enzymes based on myoglobin produced this product in only trace amounts, and the free Ir(Me)-PIX cofactor formed predominantly the trans isomer (3:1 dr, trans:cis). This reversal of diastereoselectivity from that of the free Ir(Me)-PIX cofactor to that of the artificial metalloenzyme highlights the ability of strong substrate-enzyme interactions to override the inherent selectivity of a metal cofactor or substrate. Ir(Me)-CYP119-Max also catalyzes the insertion of carbenes into fully unactivated C–H bonds. Although the structure of substrate 7 in Fig. 4 appears similar to that of substrate 1, the primary C–H bonds in 7 are stronger and less reactive than those in 1, which are located alpha to an oxygen atom (19).

Fig. 2. Directed evolution of Ir(Me)-PIX CYP119 for enantioselective insertions of carbenes into C–H bonds. (A) Model reaction converting diazoester 1 to dihydrobenzofuran 2. (B) Enantioselectivity and yields for the formation of 2 catalyzed by evolved variants of CYP19 (0.17% catalyst loading, 10 mM substrate). (C) Kinetic parameters describing the formation of 2 by variants of CYP19 (0.1 mol % catalyst loading, 5 mM substrate). For free Ir(Me)-PIX, $k_1$ (the first-order kinetic constant) is listed instead of $k_{cat}/K_M$ (16). (Inset) Dependence of TOF on the initial concentration of 1 for reactions using 0.005 mM catalyst. (D and E) Comparison of $K_M$ and $k_{cat}$ values for CYP119-Max with those of natural enzymes involved in the metabolism of intermediate and secondary metabolites (5); for comparison, the kinetic parameters for Ir(Me)-PIX mOCR-myoglobin (H93A and H64V) catalyzing the same transformation are shown.
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In fact, there are no metal catalysts of any type reported to form indanes via carbene insertion into an unactivated C–H bond with synthetically useful enantioselectivities. The synthesis of such chiral moieties was achieved only in a diastereoselective fashion, when a stoichiometric amount of a chiral auxiliary was built into the substrate (20). In contrast, Ir(Me)-CYP119-Max catalyzed the formation of 8 in 90% ee, with no need for the auxiliary. To observe substantial amounts of this product (TON = 31), the reaction was conducted at 40°C; the enantioselectivity of the product at this temperature was the same as that of the small quantity of product formed at room temperature.

In addition to catalyzing intramolecular reactions with unactivated C–H bonds, Ir(Me)-CYP119-Max catalyzes intermolecular carbene insertion into a C–H bond. This reaction is challenging because the metal-carbene intermediate can undergo competitive diazo coupling or insert the carbene unit into the O–H bond of water (21,22). In fact, the model reaction between phthalal (10) and ethyl diazoacetate (EDA) forms allene and alcohol as the dominant products when catalyzed by the Ir(Me)-CYP119-Max catalyst.
Reactions Conducted at a Range of Scales

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>mmol/ mg substrate</th>
<th>% catalyst</th>
<th>TON</th>
<th>Yield (ee)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.025 mmol, 0.5 mg</td>
<td>0.17%</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>66% (94%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2 mmol, 40 mg</td>
<td>0.25%</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>48% (isolated) (92%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.2 mmol, 40 mg</td>
<td>0.05%</td>
<td>1060</td>
<td>53% (isolated) (92%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.0 mmol, 206 mg</td>
<td>0.017%</td>
<td>3529</td>
<td>60% (isolated) (93%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.0 mmol, 1 gram</td>
<td>0.017%</td>
<td>3235</td>
<td>55% (isolated) (93%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Reactions Conducted at a Range of Catalyst Loadings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>[substrate], mg/pmol</th>
<th>[catalyst]</th>
<th>TON</th>
<th>Yield (ee)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100 mm, 5 mg</td>
<td>0.025 mm</td>
<td>3800</td>
<td>99% (92%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 mm, 5 mg</td>
<td>0.01 mm</td>
<td>8326</td>
<td>93% (92%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 mm, 10 mg</td>
<td>0.0025 mm</td>
<td>3029</td>
<td>75% (92%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200 mm, 10 mg</td>
<td>0.0025 mm</td>
<td>3512</td>
<td>44% (91%)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4. Productivity of Ir(Me)-PIX CYP129. Intramolecular C–H carbene insertion reactions of substrate 1 catalyzed by Ir(Me)-PIX CYP19-Max under synthetically relevant reaction conditions.

For the ultimate goal of applying artificial metalloenzymes to the synthesis of organic molecules, it was shown that the artificial metalloenzyme operates with high productivity, and high selectivity under the same reaction conditions. Taken together, our results show that the kinetics of artificial metalloenzymes need not limit the merging of chemical and biocatalysis.
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This variant of myoglobin was used for comparison because this variant forms 2 with both high yield and high enantioselectivity (relative to other mutants of Ir(Me)-PIX Mys).